OFFICIAL RULES AND MANUAL FOR NONHAZARDOUS AND FREE OF CHARGE DRAW IN THE
WIN APPLICATION
1st step: User Registration

In order you would to participate in this non-hazardous and free of charge
,,Draw,, about real money so user registration is essential in order our ,,system
of draw,, could be select at random, under the same percentage chance and
every single day only one winner. This means that our "system of draw"
selects the winner from registered users, specifically from those who
participate in the "Draw" on that day. Anyone who complies with our "T&C"
(see ,,Business Terms and Conditions of the WIN Application,,, paragraphs
4.1 to 4.2 and 6.1) and also the App Store´s age requirement may register. We
require an e-mail address in the user registration. In case you lose your
password, the automated e-mail will be send to you to this e-mail address and
you can change your password. In second case if the participant becomes the
winner, the automated congratulations and private winning e-mail or private
winning e-mail notification is sent to this e-mail. Furthermore, the registrant fills
his/her first name (may also be a surname) in the user registration. This
personal information is not strictly necessary for us to be stated as a true, but it
is better for us and the user as well and this personal information serves only
to address the winner. This addressing to winner is in the automated private
winning notification (mobile notification) and in the automated private winning
e-mail notification. We recommend that you fill in this personal information, but
everything is solely for the consideration of the registrant. Last but not least,
the registrant fills his password, which he/she should remember and not to tell
anyone. To complete the user registration, we require in order the registrant
had to read ,,Business Terms and Conditions of the WIN Application,, either
directly in the WIN application or on www.winlot.cz, both provided by WIN
Lottery s.r.o., File No: C 37440, registered with the Regional Court in Hradec
Králové, Place of Business: Na Drážce 1883, Bílé Předměstí, 530 03
Pardubice, Czech Republic, ID: 05240590. If the registrant agrees with that
"T&C", the registrant can complete his/her user registration. User registration
is free of charge and your personal data is processed in accordance with our
Privacy Policy.

2nd step: Menu

After user registration is completed, the user is in the menu.
Here are 3 columns:

1) Watch Video (Get WIN Coin And Buy Free Ticket)

-

This column is the most important for the user in order the user could
participate in free of charge "Draw" in the WIN application. If the user
chooses to draw free of charge, in his/her interest, after by clicking on
this column, the user will watch the video ad for free. The user will
receive a virtual currency called "WIN Coin" free of charge for that
watching the video ad. After that the user can buy "Ticket" for that "WIN
Coin" free of charge. If the user completes this process, the user is
ranked among participants and can continue on the winning page. More
at step 3.

2) Share WIN App (Facebook, Twitter...)

-

This column is used to allow the user could share the WIN application on
his/her social networks. We will be glad if you share us with your friends
and acquaintances, and they also among theirs, in the good name of the
WIN application and WIN Lottery s.r.o. as well. More participants =
higher winnings which you can draw free of charge for. It is up to you, if
you help us in this way and become a daily part of this non-hazardous
and free of charge draw, in which will be draw for very satisfying
winnings that you can win!

3) Support - Email Us

-

The last column serves as a support for users who can contact us with
any issue.

3rd step: Winning Page

After the last step of "Continue on the winning page", the user is ranked in
non-hazardous and free of charge "Draw" about real money. The user did not
pay in cash in any way, does not pay or won't pay for that "Draw". Everything
is based on user's time and interest in participating in this "Draw". As we
stated above, more participants = higher winnings which you can draw free of
charge for, provided that you follow all 3 steps! On the winning page, the user
can see previous winners and also the user can browse back further to past of
winners. Here is also the user's profile where the user can complete his/her
personal data after these 3 steps, which should be filled in the user's own
interest, due to winnings. On the winning page, the user can also see the
number of participants and winning amount "Prize". The number of participants
is updated with the arrival of new participants and winning amount "Prize" is
also updated in the shortest possible time. In the last case, there is the
countdown time to until end of the draw, which is every single day, concretely
at 0:00 Time zone [Prague (Czech Republic) GMT + 1, 0:00, CET] when the
winner is selected, under the same percentage chance of "winning - reward"
("Prize") for each participant. The winning is sent to the winner during 1-3
months, usually in 2 months, to user's bank account, and only to those who
have already pre-filled bank account number in their user's profile in the app.
Or the user can fill it immediately after the user becomes a winner and the
application will appeal the user to fill in it. However, if the winner does not do
so instantly, the winning may not be sent during 1-3 months and it may be
delayed. And if the winner does not do so in “Certain Period” (more in
paragraph 6, point 6.2. ,,Business Terms and Conditions of the WIN
Application,,) or at all, the winner may lose winning. In this case, it can not be
claimed in any way whatsoever, more in our “T&C“ in paragraph 6.1. - 6.3.
(Conditions of use). In no case will not happen illicit abuse of users bank
accounts. As we have already mentioned, all personal data of users are
processed in accordance with the privacy policy, and as a company we are
registered with the Office for Personal Data Protection in Czech Republic,
registration number: 00070592.

SPONSOR OF DRAW (see ,,Business Terms and Conditions of the WIN
Application,,, paragraph 5)

5.1. WIN Lottery s.r.o. is the exclusive sponsor of this drawing lots (hereinafter
just the “Draw“) or contest.
5.2. The amounts won – the “winnings”, which are paid out to the winners are
paid out by us, as the exclusive sponsor.
5.3. The Apple Inc. company is not a sponsor of this Draw or contest and it
doesn’t participate on this activity in any way.

IN THESE LAST SENTENCES, WE WOULD LIKE TO WISH YOU GOOD
LUCK TO EVERY DRAW YOU PARTICIPATE! DRAW WITH US TODAY AND
EVERY SINGLE DAY! WITHOUT YOU ALL WE COULD NOT BE ,,WIN,, !

